
ASSEMBLY REPORT

TOPIC: Empathy-The Key to Heal the World
HOUSE:  Prerna House (Class- X & XII)
DATE: th, 

April 27  2023

“Empathy is seeing with the eyes of another, listening with the ears of another and feeling with 
the heart of another.”

The assembly conducted by children was completely a beautiful amalgamation of the theme conveying a Prerna House 
rightful message to the audience. The assembly commenced with the mesmerizing Om Chanting and Gayatri mantra, 
followed by sharing of news and thought of the day. To accentuate the values, Prerna house students involved and 
enthralled everyone with a melodious old song - "Kisi ki muskurahaton pe ho nisar, kisi ka dard le sako to le 
udhar....”

The house representatives did not leave any stone unturned to communicate the message of being empathetic by 
showcasing a marvellous short skit dramatizing a very simple situation. The enactment portrayed the message through a 
conversation between a student and a professor on the plight of a daily wage labour. The professor suggested the student to 
help the poor family by not being Sympathetic towards people rather being Empathetic which will definitely lead to 
empowerment and greater receptivity. 
  
The effort of motivating students to show Empathy towards others which is the key to heal the world was accomplished 
successfully. The assembly concluded with the National Anthem.



TOPIC: Trees are gift from Nature-Save them for Sustainable Future
HOUSE:  Jagriti House (Class- X & XII)
DATE: th, 

April 13 2023

Jagriti House prepared and presented the morning assembly on the topic          

“Trees are the gift from Nature-Save them for Sustainable Future” 

The assembly commenced with the Morning Prayer which is believed to provide 

peace and serenity to our minds and souls. It was followed by a mesmerizing 

poem, speech, a Nukkad Natak mingled with rocking dance performance which 

was embellished by their costumes and props. The energy of the performance was 

contagious which left the audience in awe of the house members. The assembly 

delivered a strong message that . ‘Don’t cut trees if you want cool breeze’

Overall, it was a compact and enjoyable presentation which worked as a reminder 

for  and it was undoubtedly a result of the immense efforts put ‘Saving Trees’

together by students and the house masters.



TOPIC: NEW BEGINNING: Every day is a new day and we must 
               embrace it with open hands.
HOUSE: Ekta House (Class- X & XII)
DATE: 

th, April 6 2023

The first school assembly for  for the academic year  classes X & XII 2023-24

was conducted by  with great spirit on the topic Ekta House 'New beginning' 

which is all about moving to a new class, making new friends, meeting new 

teachers, getting new books and exploring news ways of learning. 

The assembly commenced with the prayer song by the Ekta house students, 

followed by the thought of the day which clearly conveyed the message that 

'your success depends on how hard you work at it. Start your new beginning 

off right, put in the time and effort, and do the best that you can to give that 

new opportunity a chance to grow into something great.' It was followed by 

news for the day, a group song, student talk, motivational quotes and a 

motivational poem. The assembly concluded with the National Anthem.
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